
Pipettes and CPUs

 the Ying and Yang of

modern biology



Once upon a time there

was a new scientific

discipline called

molecular biology...



Molecular biologists

could be identified by

three criteria:



1. They carried

pipettes..



2. They left Eppendorf

tubes in their wake..



3. They dressed in

jeans & tacky

T-shirts.



In short, they were the

coolest guys on the

block.



After a while,

molecular biologists

ruled the universe.

Or at least that’s

what they thought.



They solved important

problems..



they started new

companies..



and they got to meet

the King of Sweden.



But eventually they

became the victims of

their own success:



They became so good

with their pipettes

and Eppendorf tubes

that the only way they

could compete with

each other..



was to stay up all night

and pipette with both

hands and run hundreds

of gels.



And in this way they

generated so much data

that they lost track,

and they didn’t know

what to do about it.



And when people don’t

know what to do about

something, the time is

ripe for the engineers!



So the engineers came

into the labs..



and they replaced the

Eppendorf tubes with

disposable multi-well

plates..



and they built

machines that could

pipette and run gels..



And they put computers

and strange cabinets

everywhere.



Of course, this only

made matters worse for

the molecular

biologists..



because not only could

they not run the fancy

new machines..



but they also became

utterly incapable of

mastering the flood of

data that the machines

spewed out.



So they hired computer

kids which, for some

obscure reason, they

called bioinformaticians,



hoping that they would

help them make sense

out of all this data.



And the computer guys

came in, and they were

even cooler than the

molecular biologists

because..



not only did they dress

like complete junkies,

but they spent their days

drinking Coke and playing

rock music in their

headphones.



And you know how it is

with computer nerds:

you give them a finger

and they turn it into

a hidden Markov

model.



so they turned all the

neat reaction schemes

and beautiful protein

structures produced by

the molecular

biologists..



into droves of computer

code and Oracle tables..



and dumped it all on

the web.



So this is modern

biology: the pipetters

keep pipetting..



the engineers keep

engineering..



and the bioinformatics

people do the best they

can to bring even the

fastest supercomputer to

its knees.



And, amazingly, great

new science brews in

this hotchpotch of lab

rats, nerdy engineers,

and computer geeks..



If only they can work

together!
























